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Overview  

PSU BME presented us with the task of investigating whether the industry norm of dramatically increasing the 

potency of targeted therapy cancer drugs in an effort to treat cancer more affectively is always the correct 
action to take. Would prolonging cancer treatment with low to moderate drug potencies be more effective in 

preventing drug resistance from developing? Our team created an algorithm to stochastically model the 
lifecycle of a tumor before and after treatment with various levels of potency in an effort to answer this 
question. We then conducted an extensive statistical analysis at the conclusion of the project to determine if 
the results provided an answer about whether lower potencies are better in cancer treatment.  
 

Objectives  
•Create an algorithm resulting in a stochastic model that realistically models a cancerous tumor 

                      •Including both sensitive and resistant populations 
•Run our algorithm in a large scale simulation to get highly accurate data 

•Conduct a statistical analysis to determine an answer to our project question 
                      •Are more potent drugs always more effective? 

 
Approach 

•Understand how the factors such as birth rate, death rate, drug potency, carrying capacity and mutation rate 
would affect the behavior of cancer cell population. 
•Review literature to obtain a realistic data for the factors (we obtain death rate, birth rate, mutation rate, 
carrying capacity for melanoma) 
•Generate a basic simulation of cancer population behavior with simple ODE model and then modify it into 
stochastic model to simulate the behavior of each single cancer cell in the population. 

•Change the values of drug potency, carrying capacity, initial tumor size and mutation rate, and simulate how 
they would change the progression-free survival point using tau-leaping method. (total of 270 combinations of 

simulations) 
•Generate plots to show the trend of progression-free survival point with different independent factors (drug 

potency, carrying capacity, initial tumor size, and mutation rate) 
•Obtain a value of a factor that has different progression-free survival length from others, and confirm its 

significance by performing t-tests. 
 

Outcomes  

• The sponsor obtained new cancer therapy analysis method. 
• The simulation confirmed the sponser’s hypothesis. 

• The project may save resources and money of pharmaceutical  
    industry by allowing them to simulate the effectiveness a new drug 

    before clinical trial. 
 

 

 


